Academy of Physical Therapy Education Classified
Full-time core faculty- Doctoral Physical Therapy Program
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Baylor University
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Waco, TX, USA
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Phone:
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Click to view

Posted:

August 6, 2020
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September 6, 2020

The Doctor of Physical Therapy program is accepting applications for a full-time, 12-month core faculty
member to join our dynamic and collaborative team. Application reviews will begin immediately and
continue until the position is filled. Rank is commensurate with experience and credentials.
The Baylor DPT program is an innovative and accelerated (2-year) program that uses a hybrid learning curricular
model. Best practices in online instruction, hands-on lab immersion instruction, and structured clinical education are
used to deliver quality interactive learning experiences for DPT students.
Baylor University is a private Christian university and a nationally ranked research institution, consistently listed with
highest honors among The Chronicle of Higher Education’s “Great Colleges to Work For.” The University is recruiting
new faculty with a deep commitment to excellence in teaching, research and scholarship. Baylor seeks faculty who
share in our aspiration to become a tier one research institution while strengthening our distinctive Christian mission
as described in our strategic vision, Pro Futuris, and academic strategic plan, Illuminate. As the world’s largest Baptist
University, Baylor offers over 40 doctoral programs and has more than 17,000 students from all 50 states and more
than 85 countries.
Responsibilities for this faculty position include teaching graduate-level DPT courses, student advisement/coaching,
program and University service, and scholarship. Residence in Texas is not required as long as the faculty member is
willing to travel for onsite labs. Neurologic, cardiopulmonary, and/or healthcare education simulation expertise is
preferred, but not required. The successful candidate will prepare/revise asynchronous instructional materials
(recorded lectures), prepare and lead weekly synchronous sessions (live, web-based classes), and develop and lead
onsite lab immersion instruction. The successful candidate will demonstrate a focused research agenda; engage in
collaborative research with existing faculty members, institutional partners, and/or other researchers within the
profession; and support their research endeavors with intramural and/or extramural funding. The successful
candidate will actively contribute to the missions of the Doctor of Physical Therapy Program, Robbins College of
Health and Human Sciences, and Baylor University; engage in departmental, university, and professional service; and
work effectively with faculty, staff, and students from diverse backgrounds.
Required Qualifications: Applicants must be licensed or eligible for physical therapist licensure in Texas
or their state of residence. A Doctorate or Master’s in Physical Therapy and terminal doctorate (e.g.
PhD, DSc, EdD) in a related discipline is required. Applicants must be active in research within their area
of specialization, and active in professional activities at local, state, and/or national levels.
Preferred Qualifications: Special consideration will be given to candidates who demonstrate a strong
teaching background in neurologic or cardiopulmonary physical therapy, although other areas of
expertise will be considered. Previous university-level teaching experience is highly desirable, especially
with hybrid, online, or “flipped” educational formats. A well-established scholarly agenda and strong
publication record are also preferred. Preference will additionally be given to applicants whose
philosophy is compatible with the DPT program's mission to provide an innovative, career-focused, and
Christian-valued education and the University's mission to be a world-class institution dedicated to
Christian principles and ideals.

Applications MUST be submitted online by going to: https://apply.interfolio.com/77551. Inquiries
regarding the position may be directed to Dr. Shane Koppenhaver @ shane_koppenhaver@baylor.edu
or 210-722-3671.
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